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Thoughts from the Editors Desk 
Our MCATA conference in Red 

Deer was a surely a success from 
every method of measurement. The 
attendance was high, with many at 

both the Friday and Saturday ses-
sions. The low point was the num-

ber of people leaving after the 
luncheon rather than taking advan-
tage of the excellent afternoon 
speakers. The program was .one of 
the most complete available with 
respect to variety and/or meeting 
the needs of the teachers in atten-
dance. All the speakers were very 
well received and very highly 
spoken of by attendants at the ses-
sions as they gathered together 
after each session. 

The motel service was obviously 
very good as the committee received 
only compliments, rather than com-

plaints. Our display group was at 
its best in giving good counseling 
service on how and where to use 

the materials available, rather 
than emphasizing the high pressure 
commercial sell often shown by pub-
lishers and distributors. Our din-
ner speaker was entertaining while 
getting across the point that we 
need more effective teaching of 

communications in Math and in 
everyday life. We have intention-
ally not commented on the content 
of Frank Ebos' excellent keynote 
speech. He has written an article 
on his theme which is enclosed, 
and only your presence at the 
meeting to see Frank in action 
could add to the impact of the 

message, as the printed page can 
never catch Frank's enthusiasm 
or the effectiveness of using 
what he has offered. 

The questionnaire enclosed in the 

September issue will be reported on 

in February, as returned question-

naires will not arrive in time to 

meet our deadline for submission of 

material. 

We wish to acknowledge the fact 

that delays in the printing room at 

Barnett House have made the Septem-

ber issue late, resulting in par-

tially stale news, since our confer-

ence was the week before you received 

your letter. This delay has also 

left a Monograph still undelivered 

at the time of writing but hopefully 

not at the time of reading. 
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CROSS NUMBER PUZZLES Grades IV - IX 

These attractive, interesting puzzles were developed and field—tested in 
schools. Each one provides practice in basic computational skills. Puzzles are 
organized. so you can give practice exercises tailored to specific needs of indi-
viduals. Every puzzle problem is I;eyed to a clearly-defined objective. Clever 
cartoon format makes these puzzles motivating, fun to do. pool: I contains ?7 
DUZZIP.S for practice in whole number operations (Grades IV-VII). Book II contains 
28 puzzles for practice in. fraction, decimal and percent operations (Grades V-IX). 
Puzzle paces are designed to be reproduced by thermal process. Reproduction per-
r~~ission is granted for cl~:ssroom use. Answers are arinted on puzzles in nonre-
producible blue ink to give you a handy correction key. Spirit Duplication_ 
Masters are also available. 

If interested, write to: 

Western Educational Activities Limited 
10577 - 97 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 

METRIC SYSTEJN GUIDE LIBRARY 

J.J. Keeler & Associates are now offering their five-volume reference work, 
the Metric System Guide Librarz~, at 50% off the original price. This looseleaf 
series has been designed to provide easy accessibility to learning and teaching 
the metric system. 

The complete series is available for R147.5~, and individual volumes can 
be purchased for $59.00 each. For further information, contact J.J. Keeler & 
Associates, 145 West l.~Jisconsin Avenue, Pdeenah, 4lisconsin 54956, or call, toll-
free, 1-800-558-5011. 
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